A regularly scheduled meeting of ASCAP occurred Monday, March 7th, 3:00 p.m. via Zoom. Contact Stefanie Borst stefanie.borst@ttu.edu with questions.

1. From the Department of History
   - Approved: New course: HIST 1399 Special Topics in History
   - Approved: New course: HIST 2399 Special Topics in History

2. From Wind Energy/Renewable Energy
   - Approved Change existing: WE 1110 – Wind Energy Analytical Methods Lab
   - Approved Change existing: WE 4300 – Wind Energy Grid Integration
   - Approved Change existing: WE 1310 – Analytical Methods for Renewable Energy
   - Approved Change existing: WE 2310 – Methods for RE Resource Characteristics

The next scheduled meeting of ASCAP will be Monday 11th April.
Proposals for this meeting need to reach the Dean’s office (via Curriculog) by Monday, 4th April.